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Fuzzy Strategy for Flow Problems
Real situations allow to establish that flow capacities as well as flows themselves have a fuzzy
character. An analysis of formed risk can concern underestimation and re-evaluation of capacity
or real flow importance. The strategy of flow paths sequence determination is worked out under
fuzzy parameter conditions.
Â ðåàëüíûõ ñèòóàöèÿõ åìêîñòè ïîòîêîâ, êàê è ñàìè ïîòîêè, èìåþò íå÷åòêèé õàðàêòåð. Äàí
àíàëèç ðèñêîâ íåäîîöåíêè èëè ïåðåîöåíêè åìêîñòè èëè ðåàëüíîãî çíà÷åíèÿ ïîòîêà.
Âûðàáîòàíà ñòðàòåãèÿ îïðåäåëåíèÿ ïîñëåäîâàòåëüíîñòè ïóòè ïîòîêà â óñëîâèÿõ íå÷åòêèõ
ïàðàìåòðîâ.
K e y w o r d s: maximal flow, fuzzy sets.
Structures and characteristics of flow paths. The flow network has a set num-
ber of nodes and edges (nv, ne). It is possible to create a set of paths with usage of
an algorithm, an example is presented in Fig. 1 [1—3].
The presented algorithm is based on information concerning the flow net-
work shown, for example, in form of the flow capacity matrix a[i, j] [3, 4]. The
source s and the sink t are also defined. The first two nested loops allow the se-
lection of nodes neighboring at currently analyzed reference point. If that point
(node?) is the sink t, then one goes towards the successive flow path (label cd). In
the node where the path forks, each new direction is continuation of a new path.
This is expressed by the counter k. Real connection is verified when the weight
(flow capacity) of a given edge is checked: whether it is different from «» (lack
of connection), «0» (full use of flow capacity through the realization of flows),
«–» (the same node; edge length is zero). When above mentioned conditions are
fulfilled, then a successive edge is added to currently created flow path (with the
number i + k – 1). The matrix of weights presenting the flow capacities of suc-
cessive edges of every path (w) is also created. If the added node is the sink, then
the path is finished (record of path). Each fork increases the number of the path
by k – 1, where, in this case, k denotes the number of edges going out of the cur-
rent node. The number of successive edges (p) is the same for all paths. It is real-
ized in the external loop at the change of path number (i). The algorithm perfor-
mance can be traced on the example shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig.1. Algorithm of creation of flow paths
w (i, j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 5 2 8
2 6 9 4
3 6
4 8 11 12
5 10 9
6 7 8
7 7
8
N o t e. Number (where) i — row vector number (where from); j — column
Table 1. Weight matrix of network connections
The method of selection of successive paths for flow realization decides on
the approach to the optimal solution. It is possible to start from the longest paths
or from paths with the largest (or smallest) flow capacity [5, 6].
Path selection heuristics for realization of flows. Selection of paths with
the minimal flow capacity does not always allow the determination of total net-
work saturation [2, 7]. The sum of small flows can stop larger flows. For the ex-
ample in Fig. 2, data concerning characteristics can be presented in the following
way (Tables 1—3).One can classify the following characteristics:
l (i) is a path length (number of edges),where i is a path number;
p (i) is a path flow capacity;
dispersion of flow capacity values (variance or standard deviation) for net-
work is rs, for each path is r (i) and each layer is wr (j), where j is a layer number;
d (i) is a edge location (layer number) with the smallest flow capacity in a
given path;
k (j) is a number of nodes in every layer (location distribution of edges in
network).
Having a set of data, one can construct criteria set, which permits testing
network saturation. Examples of such sets include paths selection criteria for
successive flows realization until the moment of losing connection between the
source and the sink [8]. Possible path selection mechanisms are:
Fuzzy strategy for flow problems
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Fig. 2. Example of the algorithm performance: a — net-
work graph; b — creating paths
a) maximal path length; minimal flow capacity; maximal flow capacity dis-
persion; minimal edge weight in neighborhood of layer with the smallest flow
capacity dispersion;
b) maximal flow capacity; minimal flow capacity dispersion; minimal path
length; maximal distance with minimal weight from the source and the sink;
c) minimal flow capacity; minimal weight in maximal fork; maximal disper-
sion in layer with minimal weight; minimal weight out of the source and the sink;
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Layer number 1 2 3
wr(j) 4,96 6,8 3,5
Table 3. Layers characteristic
Fig. 3. Influence of criteria (1, 2, 3 and 4) on rank characteristic of paths (1, ..., 6)
Path
namber
Node number
l (i) p (i) r (i) d (i)
1 2 3 4 5
1 5 4 8 3 4 2,86 2
2 2 6 10 7 4 2 8,19 1
3 8 8 6 10 7 5 6 1,76 3
4 5 9 10 7 4 5 3,69 1
5 5 6 6 10 7 5 5 2,96 1
6 8 11 7 3 7 2,89 3
7 8 12 2 8 4,00 1
8 5 4 7 11 7 5 4 5,76 2
9 2 6 9 3 2 8,22 1
10 5 9 9 3 5 3,56 1
11 8 8 6 9 4 6 1,19 3
12 5 6 6 9 4 5 2,25 1
Table 2. Paths characteristic
d) minimal path length; maximal flow capacity; maximal flow capacity dis-
persion; minimal weight in layer with maximal flow capacity dispersion.
The terms «maximal» and «minimal» in criteria sets were used for simplifi-
cation, pointing only at the tendency of paths ordering. Furthermore, each crite-
rion is connected with a specific weight wk (z, i), where z is a criteria set code; i is
a criterion successive number. The following expression defines the final char-
acteristic of the analyzed path:
EV z p x i wk z i
i
np
( , ) ( ) ( , )


1
,
where i is a path number; np is a criteria number in set z; x (i) is a path location num-
ber in order, according to selected (i-th) criterion, set of paths. The criteria weights in
selected successive sets are decreasing: wk (z, 1) > wk (z, 2) > ... > wk (z, np).
The influence of individual criterion on the final estimation of path useful-
ness for the flow realization is diversified (Fig. 3). The paths in 6-1-3-5-2-4 or-
der were selected for the flow realization.
Thus, the selection of concrete heuristic for network saturation test [8] co-
mes down to the selection of the criteria set, which depends on network charac-
teristics (paths and layers).
Influence of fuzziness of flow capacity parameters on results of paths
scheduling. Fuzziness of flow capacity influences paths selection sequence for
Fuzzy strategy for flow problems
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Fig. 4. Influence of flow capacity fuzziness on path characteristic according to selected criteria
set (a) and on selection sequence of paths (b) (with reference to situation shown in Fig. 3)
the realization of flows [1]. Fig. 4 presents an example of influence of fuzziness
on paths selection sequence.
After selecting a path, one can realize the flow operation subtracting the
path flow capacity from the current flow capacity value of all the edges:
p(j)(i) = p(j)(i) – p i( )

	




,
where j — edge number; i — path number; (+
, – 
) — flow fuzziness parame-
ters [5]. Flow realization along the path is shown in Fig. 5.
Conclusions. To estimate the scale of fuzziness influence on the network
saturation level, it is necessary to analyze all permutations of lower and upper
flows limitations for every edge of all paths making additions with lower and up-
per flow capacity limitations.
The number of path permutations is in the pessimistic variant (for every set
of paths one realizes as many flows — from the source to the sink — as paths)
equals nsc!
The number of variations of edges, taking into consideration lower and up-
per flow capacity of each of them, equals 2
nkr s( )
; where nkr (s) — number of
edges of s-th path.
Fuzziness of flow conditions through the selected path dictates allowance
for lower and upper flow limit.
Optimization of network saturation requires analyzing 2 2
1
nsc nkr s
s
nsc
!
( )


data
sets.
Ó ðåàëüíèõ ñèòóàö³ÿõ ºìí³ñòü ïîòîê³â, ÿê ³ ñàì³ ïîòîêè, ìàþòü íå÷³òêèé õàðàêòåð. Äàíî
àíàë³ç ðèçèê³â íåäîîö³íêè ÷è ïåðåîö³íêè ºìíîñò³ ÷è ðåàëüíîãî çíà÷åííÿ ïîòîêó. Âèðîá-
ëåíî ñòðàòåã³þ âèçíà÷åííÿ ïîñë³äîâíîñò³ øëÿõó ïîòîêó â óìîâàõ íå÷³òêèõ ïàðàìåòð³â.
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Fig. 5. Correction of network segments flow capacity at fuzzy flow realization
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